
Cryptography:
Question 1: Charlie has a new startup called SecureCrypto that offers an app that
provides end-to-end encryption on chat services. His app gets a lot of press as the first
chat service to provide encryption. When interviewed by Wired.com about the details of
how it works, Charlie says that the encryption scheme is the secret sauce of
SecureCrypto, and you have to just use it to believe it. Would you download the
SecureCrypto app?

● Standardized encryption schemes that anyone can use
● Easier for encryption schemes to be deployed and adopted and ensures that

schemes receive public scrutiny
● Increasing our confidence in their security

The Ceasar Cipher falls in the class of substitution ciphers. In this example we see that
it contains

● The state space of plaintext as the uppercase alphabet.
● The state space of ciphertext as the uppercase alphabet
● The encryption algorithm: shift the plain text right by a constant value (k)



● Key (k) generation algorithm: a value in the range of 0 - 25
● Decryption algorithm: shift the ciphertext left by the same constant value (k)

Question 2: Part A: Is it possible to launch an attack on the ceasar cipher? Construct
your attack in pseudocode. What information do you need to know to launch the
attack?

Bob uses the Ceasar Cipher to encyrpt his email to Alice. Here’s the encrypted text.

Lm Epmgi,

Lsti csy evi aipp! Livi mw xli wigvix qiwweki M aerx xs wirh csy fijsvi ai qiix. Wii csy ribx
aiio!

Fiwx,
Fsf

Question 2: Part B:What strategies can you employ other than brute force to decrypt
this text?

Question 2: Part C:What lessons from the attacks we just conducted can we use to
improve our cipher?



Vigenere Cipher: Key is now a string and not just a character.

The Vigenere Cipher falls in the class of polyalphabetic substitution ciphers. In this
example we see that it contains

● The state space of plaintext as the uppercase alphabet.
● The state space of ciphertext as the uppercase alphabet
● The encryption algorithm: shift the plain text right by a string
● Decryption algorithm: shift the ciphertext left by the same string.

Question 3 Part A: If we have a key of 14 characters. What is the size of the key
space? Is it possible to launch a brute force attack?

Question 3 Part B: Is the Vigenere cipher secure?

What if you as the attacker know the key length - can you use this to launch a more
sophisticated attack? What if you also knew the English character frequencies?



Question 3 Part C:Bob decides to send Alice a new message with the Vigenere Cipher.
You know that the key is 5 letters long.
Jz Yabev,

Rwbu tgeagi apgpfr qx dimzxp! Jct rql ltqv nctd.

Dvqi, Uqs

So far we have used modulo operation on characters. But this is a very limited state
space. Instead, let’s represent all the data we want to encrypt (email, PDFs, images,
video) in bits.

For modern cryptography, we will now transform our “plaintext” to “ciphertext” using
bitwise operations. The most commonly used bitwise operation in cryptography is the
exclusive OR operator or XOR. Here’s a review of XOR.



Question 4 Part A :Let’s try out an example:

0100 1000 ^ 1010 0001 = ?

Question 4 Part B :The one time pad is a simple and idealized encryption scheme that
helps illustrate some important concepts in security. What is the XOR of Alice’s
message with the key?

Question 4 Part C : Can Bob recover Alice’s plaintext? Try using XOR of the Key and
Ciphertext and see if you can retrieve the plaintext.



Question 4 Part D :Is a one-time pad secure?

● What if the OTP Key is less than the length of the message? What if we reuse
the OTP key?

● What are some issues that you can identify with OTPs?


